
Voice coil driven variable capacitor 

 

This device in from a Second World War radio altimeter, the APN-1. It is 

basically a speaker voice coil that drives one plate of a variable capacitor to 

produce a sweep frequency generator. I believe it was made by the Goodmans  

company of  loud speaker fame. 

They were used in television sweep generator projects from 1956 and 1957. The 

original version was in Wireless World magazine in late 1956 and Radio 

Television and Hobbies improved on the original design in their version 

published in the March 1957 edition and later updated in August 1958. They 

also featured a much more exotic Sweep and Marker Generator  in June 1957 

that had marker generators built in. 

I built one of these many years ago but for some reason I pulled it apart, 

probably to recycle some vital part for another project. 

Interesting to look back at the 1956 and 1957 editions of RTV and H magazine, 

there were several projects to build television receivers, ranging in screen size 

from five inch to seventeen inch and then twenty one inch. At first you built 

everything yourself including the tuner and the IF stages but later some 

enterprising business made these available ready built.  If you built the IF strip 

yourself you needed test equipment to align it and the mechanical wobulator as 

it was called provided the much needed test signals. 

When I was an apprentice at Philips Hendon works I obtained the tuner and the 

IF coils from the disposals store to help a friend build the five inch version and 

it still exists and still works. 

Bob Rundle has supplied more information on this item: 

“Part of a Radio Altimeter , basically a loudspeaker with fixed and movable 

plates, used in an oscillator to wobble the frequency .”  

 


